Tub or Shower Pan

1/16" Silicone Filled Gap

Silicone or Flexible Panel Adhesive

Gibraltar

Sub Wall

Wall Framing
Wall Framing

Sub Wall

Silicone or Flexible Panel Adhesive

Gibraltar

½" Air Gap

⅛" Silicone Filled Gap

Tub or Shower Pan
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Wall Framing

- Gibraltar
- Sub Wall
- Flexible Panel Mastic or 100% Silicone
- ½" Air Gap
- ¼" Siliconed Filled Gap
- Ceramic Tile
- Ceramic Tile
- Mortar Bed
- Shower Pan
- Concrete Fill
- Subfloor
100% Silicone

Eased Edges

$\frac{1}{8}^\circ$

Approved Panel Adhesive

$\frac{1}{8}^\circ$

Wall Framing

Subwall

Gibraltar
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100% Silicone

1°

Wall Framing

Subwall

Gibraltar

Approved Panel Adhesive

Color Matched Seam Adhesive
Framing
Sub-wall
Bed of Silicone
Drill Over Sized Hole for Attaching Hardware
Anchor Hand Rail in to Wall Framing
Silicone Seal Behind Holes
Gibraltar
Hand Rail
Anchor Seat Support Rail in to Wall Framing

Bed of Silicone

Drill Over Sized Hole for Attaching Hardware

Silicone Seal Behind Holes

Gibraltar